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Founded in 1998, the Rahus Institute is a non-profit 501c3 educational organization dedicated to
the promotion of renewable energy and resource efficiency. The Institute engages in a wide
range of activities centered on greater use of renewable energy at a personal level. Current
projects include: The California Solar Center - a web-based source of solar energy information
relevant to California; Solar e-Clips - an e-newsletter covering current stories and legislative
updates; organizing Solar Forums throughout California; coordinating the California PV
Utility Manager working group; and Solar Schoolhouse - a hands-on, project-based solar for
schools program.
wokking with utilities, non-profits, manufacturers, and installers, we've learned about the
differing priorities and views of each group as the solar industry has grown in California. Our
common goal is to establish a successful solar market here in California. A future where every
new home is a solar home (aka 'true net zero energy home'), many existing homes converted to
solar homes, all performing optimally for a long long time. Benefits provided to individual
building occupants, society as a whole, and an economic boost for the state. We recognize that
a 'solar' home is not just one with a Photovoltaic (PV) system on the roof, but one that is also
super efficient, and with maximum use of passive heating & cooling design strategies.
We submit our comments in the hope that they will contribute to the establishment of a solid,
simple, and efficient program. A program that is easy to administrate, easy to use, provides
sufficient incentives to meet our common goal of 3000 (plus) MW of solar installed, and a
program with new tools that will provide better feedback to system owners.
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CommonDatabase - PowerClerk
The CSI (California Solar Initiative) program has been working to incorporate a common
database for administrating the CSI program. The database is provided by Clean Power
Research and called "PowerClerk". This tool is also used in other states such as New York and
Arizona. Work is being done to encourage POUs (Publicly Owned Utilities aka munis) to also
use this tool as they launch their new and improved solar incentive programs in 2008.
The benefits of a common database include:
Reporting to PAS (Program Administrators), CEC and Legislature- push of a button, or
autocalc reports that would otherwise take months and several FTEs.
Reporting to the Market - eg. "Blue book for solar", providing market pricing data,
providing information on what price range a buyer should expect to pay for a PV system.
Smarter buyers = better performing systems.
Performance Index Tool - system owners can enter their own PV production information
and receive a Performance Index with recommendations for any needed maintenance.
EPBB - for both NSHP and existing homes. Incorporate the preferred CEC-EPBI
calculator directly into this tool. Should be useful for entire state.
Equipment data - CEC to maintain list of eligible PV modules and inverters. Updates are
posted online and integral to the database, instead of requiring manual download by the
users.
Ease of smaller utilities to administrate their own programs or subcontract administration
if there is a standard incentive process to work with.
Given the benefits a common database tool can provide, the CEC should consider subsidizing
the cost of using Powerclerk-CSI for the participating utilities in California. Much work
has been done to integrate California specific solar incentive processes into PowerClerk, such
that it is incremental work that is required to add NSHP and EPBI. Additionally, PowerClerkCalifornia should not be "owned" by any one utility, or otherwise restricting use of the tool by
additional California utilities.

What Watt?
The rest of the world uses watt dc peak values when referring to price per watt or otherwise
describing the size of a PV System. California had previously introduced the idea of a PTC CEC
'Watt' to closer describe the AC wattage after the inverter. With the advent of CSI and NSHP,
additional changes to the definition of a 'watt' are underway. Perhaps unintentional, this needs
to be cleaned up. Data presented at solar conferences, in solar market data analysisjournals and
websites, comparing $/watt can result in errors up to $ llwatt difference. California needs to
settle on one watt to use as reference when discussing $/watt and system sizes. The CEC is the
agency to establish this. Please use the DC watts as described per international standards. The
CEC may also consider tightening that standard to include only +I-2% rating tolerance (current
allowed tolerance is +/-lo%). The denting that is common practice in the EPBBIEPBI
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